
LIGHTNING–POOR POSITION
Utah, Canyonlands National Park, Lightning Bolt Cracks
The incident happened on Thursday, April 12 at about 12:15 p.m. Peter Carrick 
(Assistant Manager for Pacific Edge Climbing Gym) and I (Pat Kent) were on



Lightning Bolt Crack. There were six climbers in our group: five from Santa 
Cruz, the others being Eric Malone, Kelly Rich, and Joe, and one, Eric Husted, 
from Colorado. Kelly and Joe were at the base of the route; they had decided 
not to climb the route. Eric and Eric climbed the first pitch before descending. 
They pulled their rope right as the lightning hit the spire. Peter and I were 
also descending.

When the strike hit we were both anchored at the belay. Although Peter led 
the first pitch, and I led the second, we moved the belay down to the Liquid 
Sky fixed anchors (an old hex and a webbing now stuffed in the crack. So, when 
Peter came to me (at the end of the second pitch), I had him move down to 
those anchors, then belay me over. When I reached him, he clove-hitched me 
into the master point. Less than a minute later he was stuffing a back-up stop
per into the anchor to beef up our rappel anchors. Right, and I mean RIGHT, 
as he did that, a loud crack of thunder hit and my whole body flooded with 
electrical current; my right arm felt like it was being burnt off, and my vision 
narrowed to tunnel vision.

The next split second I looked to my arm, lifted it to see if it was still there, 
then looked to Peter and saw him slumped back in his harness completely 
motionless. I freaked. The snow was still blowing from the tempest that had 
hit us, I was wondering about how to do CPR, what was up with my arm (it was 
temporarily paralyzed), and were our anchors damaged. I was not doing any of 
this calmly. I yelled down to the others that Peter was unconscious—he was 
out for about two minutes, then thank god, he came to, moaning, and I needed 
help. I had the rack, so I beefed up our anchors and I built a separate one, 
which I used to clip the trail-rope in to. I was able to tie a figure eight on a 
bight with the one hand and teeth; then I clipped the tail into our main an
chors. The rope had already been touching the ground before the strike. I 
yelled, “Lines fixed,” and Eric Husted began ascending with an improvised 
set-up (tiebloc and prusik). After Peter came to, it was obvious that he was 
thankfully breathing and his heart was still pumping. But he was very delu
sional, and had erratic, fitful body movements. Even in the ten minutes that it 
took Eric to jug up to us, Peter was gaining some control of his motor move
ment skills. I had to hold him, though, because he was thrashing around so 
much. For me, Eric coming up to help us was the defining moment of the 
rescue. At this point the four other climbers who had already climbed to the 
summit, returned to the base and started heading down the talus. They came 
back up to the base when they heard the yelling. So, there were eight guys at 
the base. Out of the eight, Eric jumped on the fixed rope while the other Eric 
(Malone) checked his improvised set-up and started organizing the others into 
a first responder team. Husted, who is a father of a six-year-old daughter, had 
only a second thought before he heroically launched into the still-storming 
and obviously hazardous spire. When Husted got up he quickly added a ’biner 
above the master point of the anchor, put Peter on belay, and lowered him to 
the ground. I was able to rappel with my left hand and a back-up fireman’s 
belay from below.

Once Peter was on the ground, the eight guys began assessing his injuries,



taking down notes, and putting together a plan. Two guys went out and noti
fied the rangers, who in turn notified an ambulance from nearby Monticello. 
Two other guys went and reconned an appropriate route for Peter to walk (!) 
out on. They found a great way to the southwest of the spire. Everyone else 
helped Peter to walk. Within three hours of the incident, Peter was in an am
bulance. An hour later he was in Monticello at the hospital/clinic. Two to three 
hours after that, he was on a plane to the burn center in Salt Lake City. 
Analysis
About the exit wounds: Some of the doctors believe Peter was just “splashed” 
with electricity (I certainly was), and didn’t actually have an entry and exit for 
the current. Peter’s capiline top melted on his body, both his elbows were blood
ied, the fabric ripped on his jacket and polypro, and his cheek was also blood
ied. He had many other small “holes” in his jacket where electricity had escaped. 
I believe Peter was more than splashed. When he was holding the ’biner with 
the stopper on it, I think that was a conduit for the current. The reason his 
elbows and cheek are open wounds is because he was placing a stopper, and 
those parts of his body had contact with the rock. The big tip-off though, is 
the mark on the rock where his torso had been facing. The mark was circular, 
clear in the middle, and “charcoaly” on the outside. I believe this is where the 
current exited his body and passed to the rock.

We’re both damn lucky, and I’m glad to be living and thankful my partner 
didn’t perish right next to me while doing something we both love. (Source: 
Pat Kent)


